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Dear Dr. Alexandersson,

Enclosed please find the manuscript “Religion and HIV in Tanzania: Influence of Religious Beliefs on HIV Stigma, Disclosure, and Treatment Attitudes” (MS: 9958145242184480) resubmitted for publication on BioMed Central in a revised form.

A list of changes we have made to address the formatting guidelines is provided below:

1. **Title**: We have changed the title to be in sentence case.
2. **Introduction**: Has been renamed to “Background.”
3. **Abbreviations**: Have been changed to paragraph form rather than a list.
4. **Author contribution**: Has been changed into paragraph form.
5. **Tables**: Vertical lines have been removed.
6. **Table title and legend**: Legends have been moved to be below the table.
7. **Additional files**: N/A

Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

James Y. Zou
Yvonne J. Yamanaka